Ningbo Victor Electric Co., Ltd. is a well-experienced manufacturer, who specializes in
manufacture of thermostat. The company was invested 100% by our mother company,
Fellowcom Industrial Co., Ltd.in Taiwan and in 2003 set up in Yuyao, a well economicbooming area in Zhejiang, China.

E3 Series
Childs vehicles batteries for overcurrent and short circuit
protection, bimetal structures can protect the security of quick
response,compact design, the three terminal versions available,
can be connected in the electrical circuit or the built-in lead-acid
within the battery.

E5 Series
Overcurrent circuit breaker is the use of bimetal structures, when
the electric vehicle the circuit overload, can achieve rapid power
off protection function.

E9 Series
High-current circuit breaker, using bimetal structures, when the
circuit is overloaded, quickly power protection, the highest
application to 200A waterproof design, widely used in special
vehicles, off-road vehicles winch, yachts＆ships electrical control.

E39 Series
Overcurrent circuit breakers, is the use of bimetal structures,
when the automotive circuits overload, rapidly power protection,
users can be reset manually switched on again, ATC type pushterminal design, can replace disposable fuse widely used in car
modification and maintenance market.

TSH Series
TSH series thermostat, is a dedicated built-in electrical heating
pipe temperature protection device the miniaturization of circular
structures, can be combined directly with the heating pipe.

V7AM Series
V7AM Series is a snap action thermal/ motor protector with
conductive bimetal construction. It can provide the devices with
immediate protection from overload of electric current and heat.

V8AM/P Series
V8AM is a steel-cased snap action thermostat/ motor protector.
V8AM is suitable for AC/DC motors lighting devices, transformers,
battery packs, ballasts, or other small household appliances.

V6AP Series
V6AP series is a snap action thermostat/ motor protector with
conductive bimetal construction. It can quickly respond to
overloaded current and temperature for devices and immediately
open its circuit.

Ningbo Victor Electric Co., Ltd. is a well-experienced manufacturer, who specializes in
manufacture of thermostat. The company was invested 100% by our mother company,
Fellowcom Industrial Co., Ltd. in Taiwan and in 2003 set up in Yuyao, a well economicbooming area in Zhejiang, China. Moreover, its transportation network for the eastern
area of China has been greatly supported by Hangzhou Bay Bridge and Ningbo
expressway
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